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This one has a messed up. All the content and data on this website is property of Pedotron.com and protected by.Q: Why the compiler does not see private methods of a class or private variables of a struct? I wonder why the compiler does not see private methods of a class or private variables of a struct when I compile the program. For example, I have the class like this: class Program { static void
Main(string[] args) { Console.WriteLine("Hello"); } void MyMethod() { Console.WriteLine("Hello"); } private void aa() { Console.WriteLine("Hello"); } } And I compile the project by csc.exe /reference:System.Core.dll Program.cs But the compiler only seems to see the public methods, static variable, and constructor of the class Program. Why does this happen? The language specification said: "The
compiler does not try to find and include private members when compiling an assembly", why does the compiler does not try to find and include private methods and private variables? A: Your confusion is because of the following, Member visibility can be inherited [...] When a private member is added to a class, it also is added to all non-nested types. In your case, the access modifier of a member can

be inherited to deriving class members. That is, the code class Program { void MyMethod() { //... } void DerivedMethod() { //... } } would compile to assembly with private member MyMethod, even though it is not explicitly declared as private. So, the compiler does not try to find and include private members when compiling an assembly. On the contrary, the hidden members/variables are visible to the
compiler when compiling an assembly. But, you need to keep in mind that the compiler doesn't get to know about inherited members 595f342e71
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